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Executive Summary
The City of Cohoes and the Capital District Transportation Committee (CDTC) are
sponsoring the development of a Van Schaick Island Transportation and Revitalization
Plan. The purpose of the Plan is to ensure that growth along Ontario Street reflects the
vision for the corridor while maintaining the function of Ontario Street as a regional
traffic conduit.
The study focuses primarily on Ontario Street on Van Schaick and Simmons Islands.
Ontario Street is the primary east/west route between northern Rensselaer and Albany
Counties and also provides direct access to NY Route 787, a major commuter route to
the south. Van Schaick and Simmons Islands have a unique character that includes a
historic, pedestrian-oriented commercial main street, a diverse mix of housing stock laid
out in a traditional grid pattern, a variety of recreational and cultural opportunities, and
a beautiful waterfront. The population is within close proximity to commercial
development and the pleasant walking environment on the islands indicates a strong
potential market for a mix of development types.
To ensure the success of the Van Schaick Island Transportation and Revitalization Plan,
the City and CDTC defined several project goals. The goals are to:
o Advance the current vision of the expected revitalization and redevelopment
of the Hudson & Mohawk waterfronts and Route 470 Corridor Study that
includes a mix of uses;
o Define a future traffic management plan that utilizes the existing modified
street grid on the Island in order to reduce driveway conflicts and demand on
Ontario Street while maintaining the quality of life for island residents;
o Ensure the continued function of the Ontario Street Corridor as a regional
traffic conduit;
o Identify potential transit and multi-modal nodes on the Island;
o Integrate the Delaware Avenue Trail and identify improved linkages to the
Mohawk Hudson Bike-Hike Trail;
o Enhance the commercial activity center located along Ontario Street at
Delaware Avenue; and
o Involve the public in the planning process to ensure consensus and support.
By working within the context of the study goals, including holding public workshops,
three alternative development scenarios were developed: low, medium, and high
density. Alternative 3, the high density scenario, was chosen as the preferred plan.
There are several benefits to this type of land use plan including increased transit
ridership which reduces driving and traffic congestion, greater availability of services
close to home, healthier lifestyle with more walking, and air quality benefits associated
with fewer vehicle trips.
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Development Alternative 3
(high density)

The preferred development plan includes the construction of approximately 180,000
square feet of commercial space and 215 residential units and 489 parking spaces along
the Ontario Street corridor from Delaware Avenue through the existing Public Works
Site. Features of the Transportation Management and Multi-Modal/Transit Plans to
accommodate the growth anticipated in the corridor and to promote multiple modes of
travel include the following:
o Modernize the traffic signal at Park Avenue on Ontario Street and provide full
pedestrian accommodations with curb bump-outs.
o Remove the traffic signal at Page Avenue on Ontario Street and provide high
visibility crosswalks and detectible ramps.
o Construct a modern roundabout at the Ontario Street/Delaware Avenue
intersection.
o Provide additional grid system connections at Jackson and Rensselaer Avenues
between Continental Avenue and Delaware Avenue.
o Complete a streetscape reconstruction project through the corridor from
Continental Avenue through Simmons Island and the Public Works site.
o Close Van Schaick Avenue to vehicle traffic between Continental Avenue and
the parking access to the pond.
o Designate an on-road bicycle route from Route 787 via Bridge Avenue and Van
Schaick Avenue to the future Delaware Avenue trail.
o Define a conceptual local transit route that enters and exits Van Schaick Island
via Ontario Street and detours through Van Schaick Island neighborhoods.
o Define a conceptual express transit route that starts in Lansingburgh and
travels via Ontario Street to Route 787 and south to area employment centers.
Implementation of the recommendations in the Transportation Management and MultiModal/Transit Plans will take time and will primarily be the responsibility of the City.
Funding for implementation of the recommendations may be available through CDTC
and New York State Department of Transportation (NYSDOT) disbursement of federal
funds, higher density zoning incentives, and new private development in the area.
Members of the City of Cohoes Planning Board and the City staff should be aware of the
recommendations in the Van Schaick Island Transportation and Revitalization Plan and
take advantage of all opportunities to complete the recommendations.
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Introduction

A. Overview
The City of Cohoes and The Capital District Transportation Committee (CDTC)
sponsored the development of the Van Schaick Island Transportation and Revitalization
Plan. The purpose of the Plan is to continue progression of the City’s community
development initiatives. The study focuses primarily on Ontario Street (NY Route 470
touring route) on Van Schaick and Simmons Islands.
For several years the City has been working to improve its image in the Capital District.
The Van Schaick Island Transportation and Revitalization Plan is intended to ensure that
development along Ontario Street reflects the community’s vision for the corridor while
maintaining the function of Ontario Street as a regional traffic conduit.
The consultant team for the Plan, Creighton Manning Engineering, LLP (CME) and Kise
Straw & Kolodner (KSK), is responsible for organizing the vision for the corridor and
completing the Van Schaick Island Transportation and Revitalization Plan.

B. Study Area & Regional Setting
The City of Cohoes is located along the Hudson River in the northeastern corner of
Albany County in the Capital District of New York State. The primary study area for the
Van Schaick Island Transportation and Revitalization Plan is the section of Ontario
Street spanning Van Schaick and Simmons Islands which is approximately 0.6 miles, as
shown on Figure I.1. The remainder of Van Schaick and Simmons Islands is considered
the secondary study area. Geographically, Van Schaick and Simmons Islands are cut off
from the rest of Cohoes at the convergence of the Mohawk and Hudson Rivers. In
addition to being the commercial core of the islands, Ontario Street is one of only two
travel ways connecting the islands to the rest of the City and provides the only access to
the east. It is the primary east/west route between Rensselaer and Albany Counties for
Lansingburgh, north Troy and many small communities in northeast Rensselaer County.
Ontario Street also provides direct access to NY Route 787, a capital district major
commuter route.
The corridor is home to a number of small, local, walk-up businesses such as
restaurants, hair salons and convenience stores interspersed with single and multifamily residential parcels. In addition to the primarily commercial corridor, the islands
include a variety of housing, historical sites, education, religious, and recreational
facilities.
Throughout the study period, several comments have been raised concerning the
operations at the Route 787/Ontario Street intersection. It is noted that this intersection
is outside the limits of this study. There is an on-going study for the replacement of the
Cohoes-Waterford Route 32 Bridge that includes study of the Route 787/Ontario Street
intersection.
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C. History & Relevant Efforts
As part of a continuing effort by the City of Cohoes to improve it’s image in the Capital
District and to provide a vibrant community for residents, business owners, and visitors,
several projects and studies have occurred throughout and around the City in recent
years. These projects and studies include:

o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

City of Cohoes Downtown Redevelopment Plan - 2002
Route 470 Corridor Study – Spring, 2002
Route 787 Corridor Study – September 2004
Cohoes-Waterford Canalway Trail Connection Study – September 2004
City of Cohoes Urban Waterfront Rediscovery – April 2005
Bridge Avenue Bridge Replacement Design Report – June 2006
City-wide re-zoning – August 2006
Route 32 Bridge Replacement – on-going

Through the recommendations of these studies and the actions of the local government,
the City is experiencing a resurgence of development activity, especially along the
waterfront of the Hudson and Mohawk Rivers. In addition, there is also interest in
developing or re-developing larger parcels of property along Ontario Street. The Van
Schaick Island Transportation and Revitalization Plan is another step in the City’s efforts
to continue the current growth and interest in the community, and to provide a plan that
ensures that future development will be consistent with the residents’ and City’s vision
for the area.

D. Study Goals
The City and CDTC defined several goals for this planning study. They are:
o

o

o
o
o
o
o

Advance the current vision of the expected revitalization and redevelopment
of the Hudson & Mohawk waterfronts and Route 470 Corridor Study that
includes a mix of uses;
Define a future traffic management plan that utilizes the existing modified
street grid on the Island in order to reduce driveway conflicts and demand on
Ontario Street while maintaining the quality of life for island residents;
Ensure the continued function of the Ontario Street Corridor as a regional
traffic conduit;
Identify potential transit and multi-modal nodes on the Island;
Integrate the Delaware Avenue Trail and identify improved linkages to the
Mohawk Hudson Bike Hike Trail;
Enhance the commercial activity center located along Ontario Street at
Delaware Avenue; and
Involve the public in the planning process to ensure consensus and support.

Implementation of the recommendations contained in this report will ensure that these
goals are achieved for the area.

E. Approach
In order to accomplish the study goals, the study involved several major tasks including:
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Existing conditions inventory and needs assessment
Review of other relevant studies and the updated zoning code
Develop land use alternatives and identify the preferred alternative
Develop the Draft and Final Transportation Management and MultiModal/Transit Plans
Involve the public through a variety of outlets including three public
workshops

The local government and residents have worked together to define the preferred land
use plan for the area that clarifies the vision for the corridor. The Van Schaick Island
Transportation and Revitalization Plan greatly benefited from the dedication and
involvement of Mayor McDonald and other representatives of the City of Cohoes at all of
the Study Advisory Committee meetings and public workshops.

II.

Existing Conditions

A. General Environment
1. Zoning
The City of Cohoes revised and updated the zoning code on the islands in 2006 based
on recommendations documented in the 2002 Route 470 Corridor Study. The changes
included converting the industrial zone along the Hudson River into a Waterfront Mixed
Use zone in order to capitalize on the waterfront revitalization occurring all along the
waterfronts of the Capital District and facilitate residential and commercial
redevelopment as recommended in the Route 470 Corridor Study. Figure II.1 shows the
current zoning on Van Schaick and Simmons Islands.
In addition to changes along the waterfront, Simmons Island and all of the parcels along
Ontario Street on Van Schaick Island were changed from residential and business district
zones to a more flexible mixed use zone. These changes allow a wider variety of urban
uses to be developed which is consistent with the existing development mix of small
retail, residential, and office uses. With the new zoning, opportunities are now available
for a single building to contain first floor retail and office or residential space on upper
floors.
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2. Land Use
Land use on the islands is generally similar to the new zoning with a rich mix of small
scale uses, typical of a stable older community. Ontario Street is generally a commercial
corridor with some religious, service, and residential uses mixed in. The remainder of
the land use on the islands is primarily residential, with educational, religious and
several recreational uses.
Van Schaick Island includes a diversity of types, sizes, and prices of both rental and
owner-occupied residential housing. Most of the Island is zoned for residential use and
even in those zones dedicated as mixed use zones, much of the land is currently used
for housing. Older housing stock is primarily detached, single-family homes, but newer
developments include apartments and condominium multi-family buildings. Most of the
housing is well-maintained, although there are exceptions, especially directly on Ontario
Street where traffic noise, building age, and conflicts with commercial uses create some
difficulties.

U-Haul on Ontario
Street on Simmons
Island

Established residential
property on Ontario Street
on Simmons Island

Older established residential adjacent
to businesses at Ontario/Park

Cumberland Farms at
Ontario/Park

St. Michael’s
Church on
Simmons Island

The photos above show the mix of land uses along the Ontario Street corridor.
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3. Historic Character and Institutions
A number of historic buildings are located on Van Schaick Island including the Van
Schaick Mansion located in the northwest quadrant of the Van Schaick Avenue/Delaware
Avenue intersection which is on the National Register of Historic Places. This Dutch
Colonial farmhouse was built between 1735 and 1755. Today it is a museum. The
wooded lot includes a small cemetery and creates a beautiful rural atmosphere in this
part of the island.
Van Schaick Island also houses other historically significant structures such as the
Matton Shipyard and various older commercial and residential buildings on Ontario
Street. These structures are part of the unique character of the Van Schaick Island and
their preservation and reuse should be considered.
In addition to theses historical sites, Van Schaick and Simmons Islands are home to a
number of important institutions including several churches and two elementary
schools. These institutions help to build community and keep the islands a stable,
attractive place to live.

4. Recreation
Van Schaick Island has an impressive variety of recreational facilities. Recreational
opportunities include a city park with a small pond that can be used for skating during
the winter months, a private golf course, a steadily expanding network of walking and
bicycling trails, a future dedicated multi-use (non-vehicular) connection to Peebles Island
State Park, a baseball field, and the Van Schaick Elementary School playground. In
addition, Simmons Island has a social club with picnic and recreation areas.
Easy and direct access to these areas from a resident’s front door is an important
feature of the islands and contributes significantly to quality of life. The Mohawk
Hudson and Canalway Trails are particularly attractive facilities and their effective
integration into the community is important to consider with current redevelopment
occurring.

Van Schaick and Simmons Islands provide a multitude of recreational opportunities including
the playground, pond, and locations to walk and bike. Providing safe links to these
opportunities will enhance the function and connectivity of these existing resources.
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5. Projects Approved/Under Construction
There are three residential projects currently approved or under construction on Van
Schaick Island. All three projects fit well in the new Waterfront Mixed Use zone and are
listed below:
o

o

o

Waters View is located on the west side of Delaware Avenue on the north end
of Van Schaick Island and includes the construction of 220 condominium
units.
Captain’s Lookout is located on the east side of Delaware Avenue on the south
end of Van Schaick Island and includes the construction of 105 condominium
units.
Admiral’s Walk is located on the east side of Delaware Avenue on the south
end of Van Schiack Island and includes the construction of 140 condominium
units.

Public access will be provided to the waterfront through Captain’s Lookout and
Admiral’s Walk. Negotiations for public access to the waterfront through Waters View
are on-going.
In addition to the residential construction, a Capital Communications Federal Credit
Union bank branch was completed during April 2008 just west of the study area in the
northeast quadrant of the Ontario Street/Route 787 intersection further emphasizing the
development interest in the Ontario Street corridor. Though currently not under
construction, there are plans for a fire station on the south side of Ontario Street
between Pulaski Avenue and Kosciosko Avenue on Simmons Island. There are also plans
for construction of a banquet hall in the southeast quadrant of the Ontario
Street/Delaware Avenue intersection on the east end of the corridor.
The Delaware Avenue multi-use trail, currently under construction, is also an important
project for the islands. The path runs along the west side of Delaware Avenue along the
old railroad tracks and provides a connection to Peebles Island to the north. The path
will run the length of Delaware Avenue and is expected to be complete in fall 2008.
Both Captain’s Lookout and Admiral’s Walk have direct access to Delaware Avenue and
therefore the multi-use trail. The construction of Waters View will also include a
connection to the Delaware Avenue trail.
The Delaware Avenue Bridge, located at the southern tip of Van Schaick Island, connects
Green Island with Van Schaick Island and will be rehabilitated from a rail bridge to a
multi-use bridge for non-vehicular traffic. The rehabilitation of the Delaware Avenue
Bridge is project number A437 on the CDTC Transportation Improvement Project (TIP)
list and is expected to begin during fall 2008 with re-opening of the bridge for
pedestrian and bicycle use by the end of 2009. When completed, the bridge will provide
a multi-use trail connection between Van Schiack Island and Green Island.
Figure II.2 shows the locations of the projects which are recently completed, currently
under construction, or pending.
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6. Gateways
Gateways create a sense of arrival and alert drivers of the transition to a new area. A
Gateway can encourage drivers to reduce speed when entering an area that has more
driveways, additional signalized intersections, and more pedestrian traffic. Gateways
also contribute to an area’s identity and sense of place through consistent lighting,
street signs, landscaping, and/or other amenities. Altogether, gateways add to the
quality of life of an area and support economic development by helping define
attractive, safe and walkable communities.
There are two gateways within the study area; one connecting the islands to the rest of
Cohoes and the other connecting the islands to Lansingburgh. When entering Van
Schaick from Lansingburgh there is decorative lighting, well maintained sidewalks, and a
large sign alerting visitors that they have entered Cohoes. Though there are positive
features and identifiers when entering Van Schaick Island from the east, the large
expanse of open space on the south side of Ontario Street at Delaware Avenue detracts
from the positive features and could be improved upon.
When approaching Simmons Island from downtown Cohoes there is no consistent
theme. Utility poles and the U-Haul site introduce visitors to the area. This approach to
the study area could be enhanced to provide a visitor with a sense of arrival to the
islands.

In the photo on the left, the eastern gateway at Delaware Avenue has positive features to build
upon. In the photo on the right, the western study area gateway onto Simmons Island lacks
identity with little to build upon.

7. The Streetscape
A streetscape is typically defined as the space between building faces and includes
sidewalks, parking lanes, and vehicular travel lanes. The streetscape can contribute to
an area’s identity by providing consistent and attractive signing and amenities. Ontario
Street is typically 40 feet wide curb to curb, and provides a single travel lane in each
direction. There is on-street parking on both sides of the street; however there are no
pavement markings to define the parking areas. The sidewalk area has little curb reveal
(distance between the top of the curb line and the roadway pavement), is 7 to 10 feet
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wide including the maintenance strip for signs and for overhead utility poles. The total
street width building face to building face is approximately 60 feet.
The proximity of land uses and the existing sidewalks on the islands contribute to the
walkable feel, however, the streetscape lacks amenities such as benches or bike racks.
Few street trees are present and the maintenance strip is inconsistent in type and
condition. In addition, street sign mountings are inconsistent and difficult to see
throughout the corridor. There are also numerous driveways, both residential and
commercial that lack necessary channelization and delineation like the car dealership
and the U-Haul parcels. The addition of pedestrian amenities, parking space and
driveway delineation, and consistent signing would enhance the visual appeal of the
existing Ontario Street streetscape.

8. Environmental Constraints
The effective identification and management of environmental constraints is needed in
order to avoid unnecessary and potentially expensive problems as a community
develops. The primary environmental constraints on the islands are limited to steep
slopes on Simmons Island and the west side of Van Schaick Island near much of the
waters edge, and relatively significant changes in elevation between adjacent parcels,
especially on the east side of Van Schaick Island. These constraints should be
considered as future development on the Islands is planned.

B. Transportation
1. Traffic Conditions and Operations
The roadway network on Van Schaick and Simmons Islands is a typical grid network with
two-way travel and on-street parking available on all of the islands roadways. Ontario
Street is the route and functions well within the study area. Intersections operate with
short delays of less than 15 seconds on Ontario Street. The side street approaches to
Ontario Street experience slightly longer delays ranging from 15 to 35 seconds during
the peak hours. Typically, vehicle delays of less than 35 seconds are considered good
while delays greater than a minute are considered excessive.
Operations at the west end of the corridor are skewed by delays at the intersection of
Route 787 with Ontario Street located just west of the study area. Delays at the Route
787 intersection cause vehicle queuing for westbound travel on the west end of the
corridor. As noted earlier, this intersection is the subject of another study.
Average rush hour travel speeds (including stopped time) range from 22 to 28 mph
depending on the specific time of day and direction of travel. This means that vehicles
travel through the study area with minimal delay and that Ontario Street is providing
good quality service while performing its function as a regional arterial.

2. Primary Intersections
The Ontario Street corridor has three primary study intersections: Page Avenue/
Kosciusko Avenue, Park Avenue, and Delaware Avenue. Page Avenue near Saint
Michael’s Church and Park Avenue both operate with two-phase, pre-timed traffic signal
control that does not meet current design standards. These two intersections each have
a single traffic signal head with span wires supported by utility poles and lack
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pedestrian accommodations such as push buttons and indicators. Neither location
meets the standards set forth in the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA).
The intersection of Ontario Street and Delaware Avenue currently operates with stop
sign control on the northbound and southbound Delaware Avenue approaches.
However, the site plan approval of Captain’s Lookout and Admiral’s Walk included
installation of a traffic signal at this intersection. Therefore implementation of capacity
improvements at this intersection is pending. These improvements are discussed in
Chapter IV.

3. Traffic Volumes
The average annual daily traffic (AADT) volume on Ontario Street in the study area is
about 13,600 vehicles per day. As stated previously, Ontario Street is the major eastwest connection from communities in northern Rensselaer County to Albany County. As
such, the hourly traffic volumes on Ontario Street show the directional commuter rush
hour pattern: westbound during the morning period and eastbound during the evening
period. The following chart shows the eastbound and westbound daily traffic volumes
on Ontario Street.

Hourly Traffic Variations on Ontario Street
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This chart shows that the predominant flow direction is westbound during the morning
rush hour and eastbound during the afternoon rush hour. Westbound traffic volumes
peak at 530 vehicles per hour from 7:00 to 8:00 a.m. while eastbound traffic volumes
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peak at 580 vehicles per hour from 4:00 to 5:00 p.m. During these peaks traffic
volumes on Ontario Street cause delays to side street traffic entering or crossing Ontario
Street.
In addition to Ontario Street, Cohoes and Albany County can be accessed via Bridge
Avenue. To access Bridge Avenue, vehicles will typically travel on Park Avenue or will
use Van Schaick Avenue to Delaware Avenue. The availability of this secondary route is
beneficial to the operation of Ontario Street since some traffic traveling through the
islands uses Bridge Avenue rather than Ontario Street. However, accessing the
secondary route requires travel through Van Schaick Island’s residential neighborhoods
which can be disruptive to residents.

4. Pedestrian Accommodations
Combined, Simmons and Van Schaick Islands account for only about 0.6 square miles.
The size of the islands helps to ensure that everything on the islands is within walking
distance of Ontario Street. All of Simmons Island and about 65% of Van Schaick Island
are within ¼ mile of Ontario Street, an approximate 5 minute walk. When Waters View,
Admiral’s Walk, and Captain’s Lookout are constructed, all residential land uses on the
islands will be within ¾ mile of Ontario Street, an approximate 15 to 20 minute walk.
Van Schaick and Simmons Islands are equipped with an extensive network of sidewalks
and segments of a trail network. Currently the areas of Van Schaick Island that don’t
have sidewalk on at least one side of the street are limited to the northern and southern
ends of Delaware Avenue, eastern Van Schaick Avenue, and around the pond and
playground.
The extensive sidewalk network, proximity of all residents to the commercial center of
Ontario Street, and the good mix of land uses help to create a walkable environment.
However, portions of the network are in need of repair. Amenities such as benches,
street trees, and good lighting will also enhance the pedestrian environment, creating a
more walkable community.
The primary pedestrian need on the islands is safe links between different portions of
the network For example, there are only two signalized intersections within the study
area and neither of them provide fully accessible pedestrian crossing with push buttons,
indicators, and ADA compliant ramps.

5. Bicycle Accommodations
There are several regional bike/hike trails located near the Islands. The nearby trails are
shown on Figure II.3 and include:
o

o

The Mohawk Hudson Bike-Hike Trail (Erie Canal Trail) extends through the City
of Cohoes in a general north-south direction and connects to Green Island via
Dyke Avenue.
The Old Champlain Canal Trail located to the north of the study area in
Waterford connecting to Cohoes via the NY Route 32 Bridge over the Mohawk
River and connecting to Lansingburgh and the Uncle Same Trail via the
Waterford Bridge over the Hudson River.
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The Uncle Sam Trail located east of the study area in Troy and Lansingburgh
connecting to Green Island and the Mohawk Hudson Bike-Hike Trail from Troy
via the Green Island Bridge over the Hudson River.

These routes currently run to the east and west of the Islands, but do not connect to the
islands as shown on Figure II.3. In September 2004, Parks and Trails New York
completed a Cohoes-Waterford Canalway Trail Connection Study. The purpose of the
study was to provide a recommended route for linking the Mohawk Hudson Bike-Hike
Trail (Erie Canal Trail) to Waterford. In addition to the primary route recommendation
along Manor Avenue, Mohawk Street, and NY Route 32, the study identified a
recommendation for designation of a historic alternate route for the Canalway Trail from
downtown Cohoes to Peebles Island and the Village of Waterford through Van Schaick
Island. The study identified Ontario Street as a potential roadway to provide part of this
connection. Ontario Street has also been identified as a facility on the CDTC Bicycle and
Pedestrian Priority Network. It is noted that due to the existing infrastructure on the
islands, much of the bike-hike connection between the Mohawk Hudson Bike-Hike Trail
and Waterford will occur on-street rather than on multi-use trails.
To the south of the study area in Albany County, the Mohawk Hudson Bike-Hike Trail is
part of the Hudson Valley Greenway Trail. Providing a connection on Van Schaick Island
between Green Island and Peebles Island will complete a missing piece of the Greenway
Trail that, when complete, will provide a continuous trail system through the Hudson
Valley from Manhattan to the Village of Waterford. Completion of the Delaware Avenue
multi-use trail and rehabilitation of the Delaware Avenue Bridge that connects Green
Island with Van Schaick Island from a rail bridge to a multi-use bridge will provide an
important connection.
In addition to the recreational opportunities provided by the Delaware Avenue multi-use
path and designation of a connection from Delaware Avenue to downtown Cohoes, these
connections have the opportunity to provide a viable multi-modal travel choice to access
some of the region’s employment centers. This can be accomplished by providing more
direct connections and route choices between different sections of multi-use paths and
trails and linking these trails with transit stops.

6. Transit
The primary regional transit service provider is the Capital District Transportation
Authority (CDTA). There is currently no bus service on Van Schaick and Simmons
Islands. CDTA bus routes 29 and 82 in downtown Cohoes and routes 80 and 85 in
Lansingburgh are the closest transit routes to the study area. The closest route stops
are within one mile of the Ontario Street/Park Avenue intersection that is located in the
middle of the study area.
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C. Island Positives
There are many positive features on the islands, including:
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

o

An updated zoning code that allows for flexibility with future development on
the islands;
Development interest on the islands in the form of several projects under
construction;
A mix of commercial, residential, religious, educational, and historic land uses
resulting in many trips and funds that stay on the islands;
A large number of recreational resources on the islands including a golf
course, pond, playground, and baseball field;
A transportation network in a grid system providing many route options for
travel on the island;
An extensive network of sidewalks facilitating pedestrian rather than vehicular
trips;
Planned connections to surrounding trail systems including completion of the
Delaware Avenue multi-use trail and rehabilitation of the Delaware Avenue
Bridge;
Involvement from the public and the city government in creating a
development plan that promotes growth while maintaining the many unique
features of the islands.

The Van Schaick Island Transportation and Revitalization Plan has a strong foundation
to build upon in meeting the goals of the study.

D. Public Comments – Workshop #1
A public workshop for the Van Schaick Island Transportation and Revitalization Plan
was held on May 30, 2007, at 7pm, at the Van Schaick Elementary School. It was the
first public meeting for this project. The purpose of the workshop was to inform the
community about the study, and more importantly, to collect information and opinions
from residents and business owners about existing corridor and island conditions, the
importance of various features on the islands, and the desires for the study area.
Information gathered at the workshop was used in order to guide the planning process.
The workshop was announced through a mailing and on the City of Cohoes website
Events calendar and almost 50 people attended.
At the workshop, community members were invited to express their opinions on a series
of questions about the project area indicating with dot stickers which statements they
supported or did not support. The statement topics included Ontario Street land use
and density, pedestrian and bicycle accommodations, transit, traffic congestion,
parking, and recreation. The results of this process indicate that Van Schaick Island
residents are generally of the same opinion when it comes to the revitalization of
Ontario Street. The following are the general trends from the public responses:
o

Consistent with the upgraded zoning code, residents supported integration of
retail and office uses for Ontario Street’s new development with lofts or
condos on above floors though a preference was noted for low-density
development (2 stories or less).
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Most residents agreed that it is easy to walk from homes to retail, and that
there should be more pedestrian crosswalks on the Island. It was noted that it
is not easy to cross Ontario Street as a pedestrian.
Residents supported a bike route on the island on Bridge Avenue rather than
Ontario Street though most residents would not feel safe biking on Ontario
Street, Bridge Street or any other local streets.
Transit on the islands is felt to be inadequate. If service does come to the
islands it should serve more that just Ontario Street.
Residents believed that rush hour congestion is a problem in both the Capital
District and on Ontario Street. Residents also believed that traffic is not a
necessary part of a vibrant community, and therefore the negatives affects of
traffic should not be tolerated.
Residents were against removal of on-street parking. Additional off-street
parking was thought to be a good idea.
Recreational facilities on the island are considered important. Community
members stated that they would use a bike-hike trail if it was implemented in
Cohoes.

Appendix A contains a detailed summary of Public Workshop #1.

III. Land Use Alternatives
Van Schaick and Simmons Islands have a unique character that includes a historic,
pedestrian-oriented commercial main street, a diverse mix of housing stock laid out in a
traditional grid pattern, a variety of recreational and cultural opportunities, and a
beautiful waterfront. The population is within close proximity to commercial
development and the pleasant walking environment on the islands indicates a strong
potential market for a mix of development types. These existing features of the island
are all principles of New Urbanism.
New Urbanism is a design philosophy that focuses on traditional neighborhood features
such as multi-use buildings, clustered housing, development density, and multi-modal
transportation. Many cities, towns, and villages strive to conform to the principles of
New Urbanism. The Van Schaick Island Transportation and Revitalization Plan provides
an opportunity to develop land use alternatives for the islands that continue to build
upon the existing mixed use nature of the islands utilizing the principles of New
Urbanism. The land use alternatives developed for the study area specifically focus on
mixing land uses, connectivity of existing and future uses, shared public space, and
proximity of land uses while varying only in the intensity of development density. The
alternatives range from low density (Alternative 1) to high density (Alternative 3)
development conditions and are discussed below.
After deliberation the City selected Development Alternative 3 as the preferred
alternative for further evaluation and presentation to the public for input. This
alternative has the largest development density and is the most ambitious of the three
scenarios. By selecting the highest density alternative, the Transportation Management
and Multi-Modal/Transit Plans developed to accommodate the preferred alternative will
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also accommodate the smaller density developments portrayed in alternatives 1 and 2.
Development Alternative 3 also has the greatest potential to meet service standards
required prior to installation of transit service which is something that residents would
like to have on the islands.

A. Development Alternative 1
This low density alternative proposes new development be located at the eastern and
western ends (bookends) of Ontario Street utilizing the larger available sites close to
Delaware Avenue and just west of Pulaski Avenue as shown on Figure III.1. Both sites
could contain substantial developments, but for this alternative the sites would not
maximize the amount of development allowed under current zoning. Instead, each site
would build-out to closely match the neighboring buildings in terms of density and size.
Since the sites at each end of the study area are quite large, filling in the “bookends” will
improve the pedestrian experience as you walk west towards downtown Cohoes or east
towards the future Delaware Avenue multi-use trail parallel to the Hudson River.
Considering both sites are located at opposing ends of the study area, they provide
excellent opportunities to create quality gateways into Van Schaick and Simmons
Islands. This alternative would provide roughly 22,500 square foot (SF) of retail and/or
office space, 40 dwelling units, and approximately 75 new parking spaces.
The sites at the western end of the study area have 2- to 3-story mixed-use buildings
with retail on Ontario Street and apartments or condominiums above. The building
sizes are consistent with the depth and height of other buildings along Ontario Street.
The site on the north side of Ontario Street would have about half of the façade devoted
to retail uses, and the other half could be office. All the upper floors would be
residential. On the southern side of Ontario Street, on the old bakery site, an L-shaped
building could be used to maximize both the retail frontage as well as the depth of the
site along the river. The retail use along Ontario Street could easily revert to being a
bakery. Behind the retail on the ground floor is an excellent location for offices,
especially offices that do not require frontage on Ontario Street, but would like to utilize
some on-site parking and have views of the water. Above the ground floor, there is
opportunity for more residential, again with some parking on-site and views of the
water. Both sites are built to more or less match the scale of the rest of the street and
not to maximize the zoning.
The site at the eastern end of the study area is a 3-story mixed-use building with retail
facing Ontario Street and residential above the shops. The layout has the building
pushed up against the street, with parking accessed from the rear of the lot. The
building itself is also broken up into varying heights and architectural features to keep
the scale of the rest of the street.
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B. Development Alternative 2
This alternative, as shown on Figure III.2 would provide roughly 40,500 SF of retail
and/or office space, 100 dwelling units, and approximately 170 new parking spaces.
Similar to Alternative 1, this alternative proposes new development on the larger sites at
either end of the study area. For Alternative 2, these sites would have large 3-story
mixed-use buildings with retail on Ontario Street and apartments or condominiums
above. The largest site on the western end of the study area between Clark Avenue and
the water would be a large residential building (possibly a hotel) with parts of the parcel
turned over to open space to connect with the parcel directly to the north. This could
help form a more cohesive piece of open space that could run along the river’s edge and
have access from Ontario Street. This site and the site on the south side of Ontario
Street would be built to maximize the zoning in terms of lot coverage and building
height, allowing for more robust development to occur.
The site on the eastern end of the study area would remain the same as it is in
Alternative 1.
Between these “bookends” is a series of smaller footprint in-fill buildings that will help
fill gaps in the street and provide needed retail shops. The height of the in-fill buildings
is based on the height of the adjacent buildings. On Simmons Island, adjacent to the
future Fire Station, is an opportunity to infill with a modest two story building that can
terminate the view down Page Ave and anchor the corner of Ontario Street and
Kosciousko Avenue. By not maximizing the development for the building, more lot
space can be freed for surface parking. This is an ideal place to have a shared parking
arrangement between a future tenant and Saint Michael’s Church across the street. The
hours of an office or retail space do not typically coincide with worship service hours
and other gatherings at churches, thus creating a win-win parking situation.
East of River Street, on the south side of Ontario Street is a good location for a pair of
parcels that could be in-filled with 3-story mixed-use buildings of a consistent scale with
surrounding buildings. On the northwest corner of Park Avenue and Ontario Street, if
the site is redeveloped, is an opportunity to create a development to anchor the corner
across the street from the gas station. The depth of the site would allow for a mixeduse building to occupy the site along Ontario Street and have a smaller purely residential
building fronting Jackson Avenue. Since Jackson Avenue is a residential street, this
location provides an opportunity to fill in the space with residential uses. Between Park
Avenue and Continental Avenue there is another opportunity for in-fill. This would be a
2-story mixed-use building, the goal being not to simply maximize the zoning, but keep
within the scale and feel of the street.
The purpose of the in-fill development is to not only provide more amenities to the
residents of Van Schaick and Simmons Islands and Cohoes, but to provide a consistently
pleasant walking experience to downtown Cohoes or to the future Delaware Avenue
multi-use path.
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C. Development Alternative 3
Alternative 3, shown on Figure III.3, is a high density alternative for the western end of
the study area to promote multi-modal transportation rather than passenger-vehicle
travel. This is one of the features of Transit Oriented Development (TOD) which centers
compact (high density), walkable communities around high quality train systems. There
is no rail line proposed as part of this alternative, however, Alternative 3 does include a
compact design of retail, office, and residential land uses connected by trails and
sidewalks with the potential for a future transit stop. There are several benefits to this
type of land use plan including increased transit ridership and therefore reduced driving
and traffic congestion, greater availability of services close to home, healthier lifestyle
with more walking, and air quality benefits associated with fewer vehicle trips.
Alternative 3 builds on Alternative 2 by adding high density developments on the U-Haul
and former bakery sites. The developments would maximize zoning and would require
only one variance, for building height. There is an existing mechanism in the zoning
code that enables more height/density at development sites in exchange for improving
pubic infrastructure, parkland, or streetscaping. This could be an excellent way to fund
some of the improvements sought for the study area. These two high density sites
would help anchor potential future transit in the study area. While the study area stops
at Simmons Island, Alternative 3 includes high density development on the Public Works
Site located just west of the study area. Development of this site would help form the
foundation for transit in the area. In total, this alternative would provide roughly
180,000 SF of retail and/or office space, 215 dwelling units, and approximately 600 new
parking spaces.
The development on the Public Works site located just west of the study area is a series
of mixed-use buildings with all of the parking being provided by a 240-space garage
that is wrapped with a 30 foot deep liner building to shield it from pedestrian view.
Linear retail is typically shallow in depth, and is intended to wrap around a structure
such as a parking deck in order to line the pedestrian environment with an active use.
In this instance, the liner retail would be accessed from the western side of the site, the
side that will eventually face onto a potential replacement bridge crossing the Mohawk
River. There are three larger footprint mixed-use buildings that occupy sites along the
waterfront. All three buildings are set back from the waterfront in order to provide a
generous right of way for public access to the water. There would also be landscaped
passages between the buildings letting the public walk freely to the waterfront. These
buildings could be any range of uses, from small to medium scale retail, residential
above with views over the water, or boutique office space. The future role of high-tech
industries in the region could make this type of development a very attractive location
for research firms and other small businesses that need new construction and the
improved technological infrastructure that goes along with it, while at the same time
putting firms at the doorstep of transit, and in the mix of a quality urban environment.
On the U-Haul site, the main building would have varying heights, topping off at six
floors on the western façade. This side of the building would be able to provide
breathtaking views of the falls up the river, while providing space for different uses,
including hotel, residential, and office. Framing the open space on the northern end of
the site is a smaller residential 3-story building. A trail system could begin here and
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continue running along the river front, crossing Ontario Street and running south past
the former bakery site.
On the former bakery site, the height on the northwest corner of the building can be
pushed up to five floors, taking advantage of views as well as establishing a dramatic
gateway onto Van Schaick Island.
Running through the Public Works, U-Haul, and former bakery sites would be a new road
wrapping around the proposed buildings. This would help circulation in and around the
developments and provide easier access to the proposed river side trail and open space.
The open space on the northwest corner of Simmons Island would be the focal point of a
new system of waterfront trails that would start at the northern edge of the Public Works
site, cross the river at Ontario Street onto Simmons Island, wrap around the new
development site, and eventually cross onto Van Schaick Island where it will connect to
existing park spaces and the Delaware Avenue multi-use trail.
The site at the eastern end of the study area is a 3-story mixed-use building with liner
retail facing Ontario Street and destination retail on the northwest corner of the site,
fronting Ontario and the future bike trail. The building would wrap around a 2-floor
parking deck that would be accessed from Breslin Avenue. The physical features of the
building are broken up to maintain the character and scale of the rest of the street. The
destination retail could be an outdoor merchandising store (such as REI or Eastern
Mountain Sports) that could cater to Delaware Avenue trail users and general outdoor
enthusiasts that are traveling to nearby attractions. The parking deck would provide
approximately 110 spaces, which could serve the retail as well as provide overflow
parking for the future Banquet Hall on the southeastern quadrant of the Ontario
Street/Delaware Avenue intersection.
Figures III.4 and III.5 are photo-simulations showing the eastbound and westbound
views of the corridor before and after construction of Development Alternative 3. Figure
III.4 is from the perspective of an individual standing at the Ontario Street/Route 787
intersection looking east toward Lansingburgh at the high-density development on the
west end of the corridor. Figure III.5 is from the perspective of an individual standing at
the Ontario Street/Pulaski Avenue intersection looking west toward downtown Cohoes in
the middle of the high density development on the west end of the corridor with the UHaul parcel on the right.
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Figure III.4 – Eastbound Ontario Street Before & After
The preferred alternative includes the development of five and six story buildings comprising the
high density development on the west end of the corridor, comparing the ‘Before’ and the ‘After’
photo simulation shows that these buildings do not dominate the view towards the east. The
existing topography of the area helps to minimize the visual impact that these buildings would
otherwise have in a flat setting.
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Figure III.5 – Westbound Ontario Street Before & After
The five and six story buildings that make up the high density development on the west end of
the corridor create a sense of place that is lacking in the ‘Before’ photo for this area. The
short building setbacks, street trees, and plantings create a more pedestrian friendly
environment. The close proximity of multiple commercial uses to residents and transit
encourages more pedestrian and transit trips while reducing the number of vehicle trips and
the potential operational impacts to the Ontario Street corridor.
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IV. Transportation Plans
A. Governing Principles
The Transportation Management and Multi-Modal/Transit Plans identify and evaluate a
full range of potential improvements that are appropriate for the preferred land use
scenario and Van Schaick and Simmons Islands.
As part of New Visions 2030, CDTC has identified four planning and investment themes.
The four themes and their accompanying 31 Planning and Investment Principles were a
primary focus in developing the Transportation Management and Multi-Modal/Transit
Plans. The four themes are identified as:

o
o
o
o

Preserve and Manage
Develop the Region’s Potential
Link Transportation and Land Use
Plan and Build for All Modes

It is important to understand that to have a well functioning transportation system, all
modes of travel and all system users must be accommodated. This includes passenger
vehicles, transit, bicyclists, and pedestrians including children, older citizens, and those
with disabilities. The recommendations of the Transportation Management Plan and the
Multi-Modal/Transit Plan consider all modes of transportation and all types of users.
The recommendations improve access, mobility, and safety for all local and regional
users of the transportation system.

B. Transportation Management Plan
The preferred development scenario (Alternative 3) includes the construction of
approximately 180,000 SF of commercial space and 215 residential units along the
Ontario Street corridor on Van Schaick and Simmons Islands and the existing Public
Works Site. Industry standards were utilized to estimate the number of trips expected in
the study area as a result of the preferred development. The trip generation was
estimated for both the morning and afternoon rush hours when traffic volumes through
the corridor will be the highest. The total trip generation (passenger vehicle, pedestrian,
transit, bicycle, multi-purpose, etc.) associated with construction of the preferred
alternative is 330 trips during the morning rush hour and 550 trips during the afternoon
rush hour.
Due to the nature of the development scenario, it is expected that some of the trips
accessing the new developments will come from traffic that is already on Ontario Street,
some will arrive and depart via bicycle, transit, or by foot, and some will be combination
or multi-purpose trips. All of these factors reduce the overall number of passenger
vehicle trips associated with development of Alternative 3. It is noted that due to the
location of the high density development on the west end of the corridor, many of the
trips associated with development of Alternative 3 will enter and exit the study corridor
through the Ontario Street/Route 787 intersection and are therefore not expected to
travel through Van Schaick Island.
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The Transportation Management Plan is shown on Figures IV.1 and IV.2 and discussed
below. The descriptions below are annotated on the figures as A1, A2, A3, etc.
A) Operational Improvements:
1) Upgrade the existing pre-timed traffic signal at Park Avenue on Ontario
Street to a fully actuated signal. A demand-responsive signal will ensure
that the higher volume through movements experience a greater length of
green time while the side streets are served on an as needed basis. This
insures the mobility of regional through traffic on Ontario Street while
accommodating growth.
2) Remove the existing pre-timed traffic signals at Page Avenue on Ontario
Street. Consistent with the recommendations completed for the fire station at
this location, the existing pre-timed traffic signals should be removed.
Removing the signal eliminates delay and improves mobility for regional
through traffic on Ontario Street.
3) Construct a modern roundabout at the Ontario Street/Delaware Avenue
intersection. This is an important gateway and pedestrian crossing location
for the corridor. Due to the residential developments on the northern and
southern ends of the island with direct access to Delaware Avenue, providing
traffic control for the high volume side street will be necessary. This
intersection was previously recommended for installation of a traffic signal in
a separate traffic study completed for Captain’s Lookout and Admiral’s Walk.
However, based upon current intersection alternative treatments, construction
of a modern roundabout is recommended rather than the traffic signal. A
roundabout is preferred over a signal for the following reasons:
o The design of a roundabout produces traffic calming and forces slower
vehicle speeds making the intersection safer for pedestrians and
vehicles;
o The free-flow nature of a roundabout creates higher capacity at the
intersection while reducing vehicle delay and therefore providing an air
quality benefit since, unlike at traffic signals, vehicles are rarely
stopped;
o The free-flow nature of the roundabout also reduces vehicle queuing
which means that vehicles will not queue back onto the Ontario Street
bridge;
o A roundabout provides a definitive entrance into an area providing the
opportunity to create an attractive, memorable gateway entering the
area;
o A roundabout will coordinate well with the Delaware Avenue multi-use
trail by providing a safe pedestrian and bicycle crossing at Ontario
Street.
Prior to construction of a single-lane roundabout at Delaware Avenue, all
potential design constraints would be thoroughly investigated. Based on
initial field reviews, the grades on Ontario Street do not appear to negatively
affect the construction and operation of a roundabout at Delaware Avenue.
4) Provide additional grid system connections. Additional connections on the
existing grid system will allow greater access to the fully controlled Ontario
Street intersections resulting in overall improved operations on Ontario Street.
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The additional grid connections will also provide more opportunities for island
residents to traverse Van Schaick Island without using Ontario Street.
a) A vehicular connection between Continental Avenue and Delaware
Avenue via Rensselaer Avenue. This location appears feasible and would
provide an additional east-west connection south of Ontario Street. A
connection at Breslin Avenue does not appear feasible due to the existing
grades in the area.
b) A vehicular connection between Continental Avenue and Delaware
Avenue via Jackson Avenue. This location appears feasible and would
provide an additional east-west connection north of Ontario Street. The
connection to Jackson Avenue should include relocation of access to a
parking lot that currently has access to Ontario Street. The Ontario Street
access will be eliminated with construction of the roundabout.
5) Close Van Schaick Avenue to vehicular traffic between Continental
Avenue and the parking access to the pond. As part of a proposal by the
school district, Continental Avenue will be closed between Van Schaick Avenue
and Myrtle Avenue. If Van Schaick Avenue between Continental Avenue and
the parking access to the Van Schaick pond is closed, this will provide a safe
pedestrian connection between the school, the playground, and the pond.
The road closures will result in a reassignment of the small amount of traffic
currently using Continental Avenue and Van Schaick Avenue to access Ontario
Street and Delaware Avenue. The re-routed traffic would be encouraged to
access Ontario Street via Park Avenue at the upgraded fully-actuated traffic
signal. This recommendation also includes providing delineation in the form
of pavement striping between the Hudson Avenue travel way and the Van
Schaick Island Country Club parking lot to separate through vehicles from the
parking lot.
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Pedestrian and bicycle amenities should be provided at key locations including trail head
signs, bicycle racks, planters, and benches. These features will provide functional and
aesthetic benefits.

B) Improvements to the pedestrian environment include:
1) Complete a streetscape reconstruction project through the corridor from
Continental Avenue through Simmons Island and the Public Works site.
The streetscape project includes reconstruction of the existing sidewalk
(especially in front of U-Haul and the future fire department), resetting or
replacing existing curb as necessary, construction of Americans with
Disabilities Act (ADA) compliant ramps at all intersections especially those
surrounded by higher density development, maintenance strip reconstruction,
and delineation of parking spaces on Ontario Street. Ornamental lighting and
consistent street signs could be installed through the entire corridor. The
streetscape project will improve pedestrian conditions and connections
through the corridor providing a safer, more inviting walking environment.
2) Implement appropriate gateway treatments on the eastbound approach to
the study area. This will provide a sense of identity upon arrival at the
islands and can cause a reduction in vehicle speeds as motorists adjust to the
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new roadside view. Providing an architecturally interesting transit stop in the
high-density development area would be one possible gateway treatment.
3) Provide high visibility crosswalks at the offset Ontario Street/Page
Avenue/Kosciusko Avenue intersection. This area experiences a high
volume of pedestrians since the church and a large parking lot are located on
opposite sides of Ontario Street. ADA curb ramps with detectable warning
should also be installed on all corners.
4) Provide high visibility crosswalks and pedestrian push-buttons and
indicators with countdown timers at the Ontario Street/Park Avenue
intersection. Curb bump-outs should be constructed on all but the northeast
(Cumberland Farms) corner to provide shorter crossing distances for
pedestrians. The bump-outs should be enhanced with pedestrian amenities
such as benches and plantings. Construction of the bump-outs may result in
minor impacts to on-street parking adjacent to the intersection. It is noted
that the travel lanes on Ontario Street will not require narrowing to
accommodate bump-outs at the Park Avenue intersection. The bump-outs
would be constructed to minimize pedestrian crossing distances while also
minimizing impacts to parking and access to adjacent parcels.
5) Construct additional pedestrian or multi-use path connections when
opportunities are available. Provide pedestrian connections along the
recommended vehicular grid system connections on Rensselaer and Jackson
Avenues to the future Delaware Avenue multi-use trail. Also create a multi-use
path along Van Schaick Avenue between Continental Avenue and Delaware
Avenue.
With development of the preferred alternative and the associated increase in traffic
volumes and implementation of the traffic management plan, intersection operations
and travel speeds will remain consistent with existing conditions. This is due primarily
to providing additional connections within the existing grid system and replacing
existing traffic signals with a demand-responsive system. In addition, upgrading the
existing pedestrian crossings and connecting existing trail systems through the islands
will enhance the function and aesthetics of the pedestrian environment creating a highly
walkable community.
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C. Multi-Modal/Transit Plan
The Multi-Modal/Transit Plan provides recommendations for additional transit and
bicycle connections on Van Schaick and Simmons Islands. As previously mentioned, the
study area is a missing link for connections to existing bicycle routes and multi-use
trails in the region.

1. Bicycle Accommodations
Consistent with the recommendations of the Cohoes-Waterford Canalway Trail
Connection Study, the Multi-Modal/Transit Plan includes the development of a
designated “historical” bike route linking the Mohawk Hudson Bike-Hike Trail (Erie
Canalway Trail) to Waterford. The Canalway Trail Connection Study recommends the
historical bike route travel along Ontario Street. However, the recommendations in the
Transportation Management and Multi-Modal/Transit Plans make a bike route along
Bridge Avenue more attractive. In addition, an on-road extension of the Mohawk
Hudson Bike-Hike Trail will start at the old railroad trestle crossing Columbia Street and
will continue to Bridge Avenue as shown on Figure IV.3. This connection creates an
opportunity to cross onto Van Schaick Island via Bridge Avenue.
The Multi-Modal/Transit Plan bicycle access recommendation is to continue the on-road
extension of the trail to cross Route 787 at Bridge Avenue. Once on Van Schaick Island,
the bike route should shift to travel on Van Schaick Avenue to the future Delaware
Avenue multi-use trail as shown on Figure IV.3. This route would lead bicyclists along a
low volume residential street to the recreational core of the island keeping bicyclists
away from the high volume on Ontario Street. After connecting to the Delaware Avenue
multi-use trail, bicyclists can either travel north past the destination retail parcel,
through the roundabout and on to Peebles Island and Waterford, or can travel south
across the future rehabilitated Delaware Avenue Bridge to Green Island and reconnect
with the Mohawk Hudson Bike-Hike Trail. For these reasons, it is recommended that this
route be signed as the bike route, instead of Ontario Street, to make motorists clearly
aware of its use by bicyclists.
The combination of additional physical connections and the designation of an on-street
bicycle route through Van Schaick Island results in both north/south and east/west links
to adjacent trail systems. This encourages bicycle and pedestrian travel through the
expansion of the local and regional systems. Providing alternative bicycle and
pedestrian routes for local and regional travel helps to develop a viable alternative to the
personal vehicle for daily use.
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2. Transit
Public transit is an important part of a transportation system that serves all residents,
including the young and old, and helps to reduce traffic congestion and environmental
problems, especially in areas that are experiencing new development like the City of
Cohoes.
Attendees at the public workshop expressed a desire for local transit around Cohoes,
including links to downtown, the high school, and to Latham for shopping and
entertainment such as movies. Young people, especially school aged children attending
the middle and high schools, and senior citizens were seen as important users of this
service. When asked whether this route should be focused on Ontario Street or circulate
through the neighborhood, most people felt it should include a diversion into the
residential sections of Van Schaick Island. In addition, there has been interest in
extending commuter express bus service to the area.
The CDTA has detailed service standards that must be analyzed and met prior to
installation of any new service routes for trunk, neighborhood, shuttle, and express
routes. In general, the new service evaluation process includes an analysis of five
design guidelines for the potential service area: market potential, route spacing and
network connectivity, pedestrian accommodations, geographic equity, and communitybased service needs.
Development Alternative 3 would provide the greatest potential to meet the service
standards required by CDTA. It is noted that since the high-density development is
located near the western end of the corridor, it is unlikely that this growth would spur a
transit route to the existing lower-density neighborhoods on the islands. However, as
development in the Waterfront Mixed-Use zone along Delaware Avenue continues, this
may change.
To meet the local transit service need, a conceptual plan includes a route that enters
Van Schaick Island via Ontario Street, detours through Van Schaick Island
neighborhoods, and then exits the island via Ontario Street. To serve commuter
express needs, the conceptual plan includes a route that could start in Lansingburgh,
cross the 112th Street Bridge and travel directly across Ontario Street to Route 787 and
then south to area employment centers. These conceptual routes are shown on Figure
IV.4. However, prior to installation of any new express route, CDTA’s service standards
would need to be met.
Having service in both directions would make it easy for people in Cohoes to get to jobs
in Albany and for people living in Albany and Troy to get to new jobs in Cohoes,
including those at the office center included in Alternative 3. The new, higher density
development surrounding the bus stop would create a built-in market for new transit
riders all within easy walking distance of the stop. A convenient park-and-ride lot
location could be identified in Cohoes, such as along I-787, to expand the transit market
to include people living in surrounding communities without direct bus service. Prior to
installation of a park-and-ride lot, CDTA standards would need to be met.
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3. Pedestrian Accommodations
People on Van Schaick and Simmons Islands walk a lot, something that is noticeable to
anyone observing the activity on Ontario Street and something that was clear from
residents’ comments during the public meeting. In general, the islands are easy to walk
around with good sidewalks, crosswalks, and paths. This has many benefits including
reducing congestion by making it possible to run local errands by foot, providing “eyes
on the street” for surveillance, contributing to good health, and making the islands a
more social and friendly place.
The preferred plan proposes new pedestrian trail and promenade be added along the
north side of both Van Schaick and Simmons Islands to provide a pleasant walking trail
and to make walking to the proposed new developments and transit stop more direct for
people living in this area. Additional pedestrian improvements were identified in the
Transportation Management Plan previously discussed.

D. Enhancing Island Positives
As previously discussed, Van Schaick and Simmons Islands have many positive features.
Development Alternative 3, the Transportation Management Plan, and the MultiModal/Transit Plan enhance these positive features in the following ways:
o

o

o

o

o

o

The land use plan for the islands is consistent with the updated zoning code
by creating mixed-use commercial hubs allowing for flexibility in land uses as
the islands continue to develop over time. As the islands develop, options
become available to meet the residents’ needs.
The Transportation Management Plan maximizes trip route and trip type
options by expanding the existing grid system and creating additional
pedestrian links. These options will allow residents to traverse the islands
more freely with or without getting into a vehicle and will reduce the number
of trips on Ontario Street improving overall corridor operations.
Updating the existing traffic signal at Park Avenue to a demand responsive
signal and removing the signal at Page Avenue will move traffic more
efficiently on Ontario Street improving corridor operations.
Construction of a single-lane roundabout at the Ontario Street/Delaware
Avenue intersection will provide greater capacity at the intersection to
accommodate the existing traffic and the future traffic associated with the
residential developments currently under construction. In addition, the
roundabout provides a safe pedestrian and bicycle crossing for the Delaware
Avenue multi-use trail across Ontario Street while providing a clear gateway
onto Van Schaick Island.
The availability of recreational resources on the islands will be increased by
creating safer pedestrian crossings on Ontario Street so that residents can
access all portions of the island more easily. Reducing traffic near the
playground, school, and pond will also create a safer recreational experience
for everyone while increasing the safety for pedestrian and bicycle trips.
Providing better connections to Peebles Island and Green Island via the future
Delaware Avenue multi-use trail and designating a connection to the Mohawk
Hudson Bike-Hike Trail will give island residents better access to regional
recreational opportunities. The additional connections also promote
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pedestrian and bicycle trips as viable alternatives to passenger vehicles for
daily trips.
Establishing a high density development plan for the commercial core
provides the greatest opportunity to bring transit to the islands.

E. Public Comments – Workshop #2
Public Workshop #2 for the City of Cohoes Van Schaick Island Transportation and
Revitalization Plan was held on January 29, 2008 at 6:30 pm at the Van Schaick
Elementary School. The purpose of the meeting was to present and receive comments
on the preferred Development Alternative, as well as the Transportation Management
Plan and the Multi-Modal/Transit Plans developed to accommodate the growth
associated with the preferred alternative. The workshop was advertised through
mailings and online on the City of Cohoes website Events calendar and at the School
District’s website. Physical notices were posted at the Library, City Hall, and at the
schools. The workshop was attended by about 50 people.
Following a brief PowerPoint presentation, community members were invited to view and
express their opinions on the Preferred Land Use Alternative and the Transportation
Management and Multi-Modal/Transit Plans. In general, public opinion for the land use
and transportation plans was very favorable. General themes and specific comments, or
concerns, are summarized below:
o The high-density preferred land use alternative received very positive feedback
with residents generally looking forward to the potential for change in the
corridor.
o In general, the potential for transit on the island was received with positive
feedback with minor dissention. It is noted that for transit to be available on
the islands that the CDTA density requirements must be met prior to
installation of a service line.
o The Corridor-Specific Improvements were also met with positive feedback
though there were some questions raised regarding the bump-out and
roundabout improvements. Specific concerns included whether Ontario Street
would be narrowed to accommodate the bump-outs at the Park Avenue
intersection and how grades on Ontario Street would affect the operation of a
roundabout at Delaware Avenue, especially in the winter.
o The Island-Wide Improvements were met with the most questions and
concerns of the evening; primarily with regards to the closure of Van Schaick
Avenue between Continental Avenue and the access to the pond parking lot.
» The road closure was met with positive and negative comments because
the vehicular route from Delaware Avenue to Van Schaick Avenue and then
to Bridge Avenue is an alternate route from Ontario Street. It was noted
that routes from Park Avenue to Bridge Avenue, and from Delaware Avenue
to Bridge Avenue via Van Schaick Avenue and around the pond would still
be available. There was also a comment concerning the cleanliness of the
pond and whether encouraging further use of the pond by school-aged
children is appropriate.
» A second area of comment included the extension of Jackson Avenue to
create a vehicular connection to Delaware Avenue. The concern appeared
to be primarily due to an anticipated increase in traffic from River Walk
and Waters View through the existing residential neighborhood on Jackson
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Avenue. The concern is that no one would want to use the roundabout
and would therefore travel along Jackson Avenue to other cross streets to
the west of Delaware Avenue and therefore increase traffic through the
neighborhood.
» Questions were raised as to whether Delaware Avenue will be widened near
Van Schaick Avenue. It was confirmed that Delaware Avenue will be
widened as part of construction of Admiral’s Walk.
» One comment was received regarding the northeast quadrant of River
Street and Breslin Avenue located one block south of Ontario Street. It was
expressed that sight distance at that location is severely limited due to an
existing fence and the location of vehicles parked along River Street and
Breslin Avenue. The suggestion was for River Street to be converted from
a two-way street to one-way southbound south of Ontario Street. At this
time there is no recommendation to change travel patterns on River Street.
The proposed bicycle route over the Bridge Avenue Bridge and toward
Delaware Avenue via Van Schaick Avenue and/or Hudson Avenue received
positive feedback.

Comments received at Public Workshop #2 were considered in the development of the
Final Plan. A detailed summary of Public Workshop #2 is included in Appendix A.

V. Implementation
Implementation of the recommendations in the Transportation Management and MultiModal/Transit Plans will take time and, due to the local ownership of the roads, will
primarily be the responsibility of the City of Cohoes. That is not to say that the City will
be responsible for funding the recommendations, but the City will need to prioritize the
recommendations and take advantage of opportunities to implement the improvements
as development occurs and as funding sources become available.

A. Costs
The preferred development alternative, the Transportation Management Plan, and the
Multi-Modal/Transit Plan include a number of physical improvements to the pedestrian,
bicycle, and passenger vehicle networks. Planning level cost estimates have been
completed for each of the physical improvements contained in the Transportation
Management and Multi-Modal/Transit Plans. Table V.1 identifies the improvements and
estimated costs.
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Table V.1 – Recommendations and Costs
Location/Recommendation

Cost1

Ontario St Corridor

Streetscape reconstruction project from Continental Ave through Simmons Island
and the Public Works site

$900,000

Ontario St west end of corridor
Implement gateway treatment entering study corridor

Ontario St / Page Ave intersection
Remove existing pre-timed traffic signal
Construct high visibility crosswalks and ADA compliant ramps

Ontario St / Park Ave intersection

Update existing pre-timed signal to a fully actuated signal with pedestrian push
buttons and indicators with countdown timers
Provide ADA compliant high visibility crosswalks and curb ramps
Construct small curb bump-outs on all intersection quadrants except the
northeast (Cumberland Farms) quadrant.

$25,000
$10,000
$50,000
$150,000
$45,000
$50,000

Ontario St / Delaware Ave intersection

Construct a single-lane roundabout with full pedestrian accommodations to
connect to the Delaware Avenue Trail

Island-wide
Construct additional pedestrian or multi-use trail connections with lighting
Construct additional pedestrian or multi-use trail connections without lighting

Rensselaer Ave between Continental Ave and Delaware Ave
Provide a two-way vehicle connection
Provide a pedestrian connection

Jackson Ave between Continental Ave and Delaware Ave
Provide a two-way vehicle connection
Provide a pedestrian connection

Van Schaick Ave between Continental Ave and the pond parking lot
Close Van Schaick Ave to vehicle traffic and turn travel way into park area with
multi-use trail

Van Schaick Ave between Continental Ave and Delaware Ave
Construct multi-use trail
1
2

$1,300,0002
$100 per lf
$60 per lf
$250,000
$25,000
$100,000
$10,000
$90,000
$50,000

Unless otherwise noted, the estimate does not include right-of-way acquisition costs
Estimate includes right-of-way acquisition costs

Of the recommendations included in the Van Schaick Island Transportation and
Revitalization Plan, the City has identified construction of the roundabout, upgrading
and removing the existing traffic signals, and encouraging commercial development
consistent with the preferred development alternative as the priority recommendations.

B. Financing
There are several potential funding sources available to construct the Transportation
Management and Multi-Modal/Transit Plan recommendations. Many of these funds are
distributed through local agencies including CDTC and NYSDOT. CDTC allocates federal
funds on a very competitive basis to local projects through the Transportation
Improvement Project (TIP) program. To receive funding through the TIP program,
municipalities must submit project justification packages for qualifying projects. Based
upon the justification packages, CDTC distributes funds through the region for various
projects. The City submitted a project justification package for construction of a
roundabout at the Ontario Street/Delaware Avenue intersection for the 2007-2012 TIP
Set-Aside Program.
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NYSDOT distributes federal funds to local projects through the Transportation
Enhancement Program (TEP). The TEP program provides reimbursement to the project
sponsor for transportation projects of cultural, aesthetic, historic, and environmental
significance. The closure of Van Schaick Avenue between the pond parking lot and
Continental Avenue and construction of a multi-use trail from the parking lot to
Delaware Avenue may be eligible for TEP funding. The multi-use trail would connect
culturally significant resources including the Van Schaick Mansion and Matton Shipyard
to existing regional trail systems. The deadline for TEP applications is June 27, 2008.
As stated previously, there is language within the zoning code that allows developers to
build at a greater density or height than generally allowed in the zoning code as a tradeoff for improving pubic infrastructure, parkland, or streetscape. This could be an
excellent way to fund some of the improvements sought for in the study area including
the Ontario Street streetscape reconstruction project or improvements to the western
gateway.
If City funds aren’t currently available, some recommendations can be implemented as
private developers go through the State Environmental Quality Review Act (SEQRA)
process. For example, construction of a residential development may detrimentally
impact operations at the Ontario Street/Park Avenue intersection. If this were to occur,
the planning board may require the project applicant to upgrade the existing traffic
signal to an actuated signal with full pedestrian accommodations. The additional
vehicular roadway connections and pedestrian connections on Rensselaer Avenue and
Jackson Avenue may also be funded through private development.

C. Timing
The timeline for implementation of the various recommendations is highly dependent
upon the availability of funds and the development plan for the area. The roadway
segments on Van Schiack Avenue and Continental Avenue should be implemented
during the closure and replacement of the Bridge Avenue Bridge. Physical changes to
these roadways would occur at a time when traffic volumes in the area are low and while
residents and commuters are adjusting to a change in the traffic pattern. Other
recommendations should occur as funding is available with higher priority given to
construction of the roundabout at Delaware Avenue and upgrading the existing traffic
signal at Park Avenue as identified by the City. These improvements should include
provision of safe pedestrian connections coupled with the vehicle capacity
improvements.
Members of the City of Cohoes Planning Board and the City staff should be aware of the
recommendations in the Van Schaick Island Transportation and Revitalization Plan and
take advantage of all opportunities to complete the recommendations.

VI. Environmental Justice
Increased attention has been given to the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA)
related to its ability to balance overall mobility benefits of transportation projects
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against protecting quality of life of low-income and minority residents of a community.
The CDTC staff has completed a review of civil rights/environmental justice impacts of
transportation actions proposed under this study. Based on a review of the latest
socioeconomic data available, the CDTC staff has determined that there are zero target
environmental justice population groups in the corridor. The environmental justice
analysis is included under Appendix B.

VII. Conclusion
The City of Cohoes has invested a considerable amount of time and effort into studies
and projects intended to provide a vibrant community for residents, business owners,
and visitors. As part of that effort, the Van Schiack Island Transportation and
Revitalization Plan was initiated to define a preferred land use plan for the Ontario
Street corridor on Van Schaick and Simmons Islands that clarifies the vision for the
corridor. Transportation Management and Multi-Modal/Transit Plans were also
developed to accommodate the vision for the corridor.
Van Schaick and Simmons Islands contain a mix of residential, commercial, recreational,
institutional, religious, and historic land uses and resources. The Islands have a good
network of vehicle and pedestrian travel ways providing many route options for island
travel. The preferred land use alternative is a high density, aggressive plan for the study
area that builds upon current good planning principles, the existing land uses, previous
studies, and the adopted zoning code. The plan highlights development in two primary
areas of the corridor, first on the west end of the corridor with a number of high
density, mixed use buildings anchoring the potential for a future transit stop. The
second area of focus is on the east end of the corridor at the Ontario Street/Delaware
Avenue intersection. This area is recommended for a destination outdoor merchandise
retail and some smaller liner retail to attract users of the Delaware Avenue multi-use
trail and the other regional trail users that will pass through the area on the Delaware
Avenue trail.
The Transportation Management and Multi-Modal/Transit Plans focus on improving the
existing transportation network for all users. The recommendations include the
following:
o Upgrade the existing pre-timed traffic signal at Park Avenue on Ontario Street
to a fully actuated signal.
o Remove the existing pre-timed traffic signals at Page Avenue on Ontario
Street.
o Construct a modern roundabout at the Ontario Street/Delaware Avenue
intersection.
o Provide additional grid system connections on Jackson and Rensselaer
Avenues between Continental Avenue and Delaware Avenue.
o Close Van Schaick Avenue to vehicular traffic between Continental Avenue and
the parking access to the pond.
o Complete a streetscape reconstruction project through the corridor from
Continental Avenue through Simmons Island and the Public Works site.
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o Implement appropriate gateway treatments on the eastbound approach to the
o
o
o
o
o

o

study area.
Provide high visibility crosswalks at the offset Ontario Street/Page
Avenue/Kosciusko Avenue intersection.
Provide high visibility crosswalks and pedestrian push-buttons and indicators
with countdown timers at the Ontario Street/Park Avenue intersection.
Construct additional pedestrian or multi-use path connections when
opportunities are available.
Designate an on-road bicycle route from Route 787 at Bridge Avenue to Van
Schaick Avenue and the future Deleware Avenue multi-use trail through the
proposed roadway closure on Van Schaick Avenue.
To meet the local transit service need, a conceptual plan includes a route that
enters Van Schaick Island via Ontario Street, detours through Van Schaick
Island neighborhoods, and then exits the island via Ontario Street. CDTA
standards must be met prior to service installation.
To serve commuter express needs, the conceptual plan includes a route that
could start in Lansingburgh, cross the 112th Street Bridge and travel directly
across Ontario Street to Route 787 and then south to area employment
centers. CDTA standards must be met prior to service installation.

Implementation of the recommendations in the Transportation Management and MultiModal/Transit Plans will take time and will primarily be the responsibility of the City.
Funding for implementation of the recommendations may be available through CDTC
and NYSDOT disbursement of federal funds, higher density zoning incentives, and new
private development in the area. Members of the City of Cohoes Planning Board and the
City staff should be aware of the recommendations in the Van Schaick Island
Transportation and Revitalization Plan and take advantage of all opportunities to
complete the recommendations.
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Appendix A
Public Workshop Summaries
Van Schaick Island Transportation and Revitalization
Plan
City of Cohoes, New York

City of Cohoes Van Schaick Island
Transportation and Revitalization Plan
Public Meeting #1 (May 30, 2007)
The City of Cohoes Van Schaick Island Transportation and Revitalization Plan public meeting was
held on May 30, 2007, at 7pm, at the Van Schaick Elementary School. It was the first public
meeting for this project. The purpose of the meeting was to inform the community about the
plan, and to collect information and opinions from residents in order to guide the planning
process. The meeting was announced on the City of Cohoes website Events calendar. Almost
50 people attended the meeting.
The meeting was facilitated by Mark Sargent and Tom Johnson of Creighton Manning
Engineering, and by Martin D. Hull of Kise Straw & Kolodner, Inc. Following a short
PowerPoint presentation, community members were invited to express their opinions on a series
of questions about the project area indicating with dot stickers statements they supported or
did not support. The results of this process indicate that Van Schaick Island residents are
generally of the same opinion when it comes to the revitalization of Ontario Street, and that
retail, residential, and recreational uses all need to be integrated into the existing streetscape.
Below is a summary of the meeting.
I.

Poster Board Summaries

A. Retail Uses on Ontario Street
1. Fine Dining Restaurants
2. Diners or Family Restaurants
3. Grocery Store
4. Dry cleaner
5. Clothing Stores of various sorts
6. Coffee shop / cafe
7. Bookstore
8. Hardware store
9. Other (please list)
The residents of Cohoes strongly supported the idea of a coffee shop/café, even stating that
the bakery should be brought back to Ontario Street. That use received the most votes of any
of the options listed. Other ideas strongly supported included diners or family restaurants
(more popular than fine dining), and a bookstore. Fewer people placed dots next to clothing
stores and dry cleaner. Residents were divided on whether a hardware store was desirable on
Ontario Street. No other suggestions were added to the board.
B. Pedestrian and Bike Accommodations
A bike route to connect the Mohawk Hudson Bike Hike Trail and the new Delaware Avenue
Trail is being planned.
What route should it take?
A. Ontario Street
B. Bridge Avenue
C. Another Route

A majority of residents wanted the bike route to follow Bridge Avenue (no one supported a
bike route along Ontario Street). One note added to the board requested a bike route to the
high school. Another note stated “currently traffic turning left from west bound Ontario Street
(Near 787) is allowed while pedestrians have a walk light!” Another resident noted that River
Street south of Ontario should be “one-way south. Currently it is too narrow at the Breslin
Intersection to support 2-way” traffic. Someone else agreed, adding that River Street should
be one-way southbound in that area.
1.
2.
3.
4.

It is easy to walk from my home to the store.
There should be more pedestrian crosswalks on the Island.
It is easy for pedestrians to cross Ontario Street.
Having modern pedestrian activated traffic signals would make it safer to cross
Ontario Street.
5. I would feel safe biking on Ontario Street.
6. I would feel safe biking on Bridge Avenue and local streets.
Most residents agreed that it is easy to walk from homes to retail, and that there should be
more pedestrian crosswalks on the Island. It was noted that it is NOT easy to cross Ontario
Street as a pedestrian, and that they would not feel safe biking on Ontario, Bridge, or any
other local streets. One note added to the board stated that Cohoes “need[s] easier
crosswalks at Bridge & 787, and at Oliver and Cedar.”
C. What type of development density would you like to see along Ontario Street?
Low Density (2 stories or less)
Medium Density (3-5 stories)
High Density (6 stories or higher)
The overwhelming majority of residents stated that low-density development (2 or fewer
stories) was desirable for Ontario Street.
D. What types of uses are most appropriate for new development on Ontario Street?
Retail
Residential (Single family)
Residential (Condo or Multi-family)
Recreation
Office
Other
The trend here was toward retail and office uses for Ontario Street’s new development. One
resident added a note that read ”’new urbanism’ – 1st floor retail, 2nd floor lofts or condos,”
and several other community members placed dots on that note. Recreation was also noted as
being important.
E. Transit
1. Bus stops are adequate as presently located off the Island.
2. There should be a bus route that serves the Island.
3. If a bus does serve the Island, it should only travel and have stops on Ontario Street.

4. If a bus does serve the Island, which of the following destinations should it serve?
4A. Downtown Troy
4B. Albany
4C. Lansingburgh
4D. Downtown Cohoes
Van Schaick residents do not feel that there is presently adequate bus service to the Island.
They also felt that if a bus were to serve the Island, it should have a route that includes more
than just Ontario Street. One resident added a note to the board here, indicating that the bus
route should “connect one half of the Island to the other half, Ontario-Bridge Ave.” Residents
supported all the proposed bus route destinations, and one resident suggested an additional
option of Latham, adding that it would help teenagers connect to movies and other activities
off the Island.

F. Traffic Congestion and Parking
1. Rush hour traffic congestion is a serious problem in the Capital District.
2. Rush hour traffic congestion is a serious problem on Ontario Street.
3. Maintaining on-street parking is important for the revitalization of Ontario Street.
4. On-street parking on Ontario Street should be removed as needed in order to improve
the traffic flow.
5. There should be a commuter Park & Ride lot on or near the Island.
6. There is a need for additional off-street parking.
7. Modern traffic signals that sense traffic conditions would help relieve traffic congestion
on the island.
8. As an alternative to signals, roundabouts would be a good idea to help relieve traffic
congestion on the Island.
Residents agreed that rush hour congestion is a problem in both the Capital District and on
Ontario Street. Roundabouts were generally NOT considered a good idea, and modern
traffic signals would help alleviate some of the congestion issues. Fewer residents responded
to questions about on-street parking and commuter parking, but those that did respond were
against removal of on-street parking and in favor of a commuter Park and Ride lot on the
Island. Additional off-street parking was also thought to be a good idea.
G. Recreation
1. Recreational opportunities are important to quality of life on the Island.
2. I would like to see dedicated bike lanes along streets on Van Schaick Island.
3. I would use a multi-use bike-hike trail.
4. Preserving open space on Van Schaick Island should be a priority.
5. Preserving the historical resources on Van Schaick Island should be a priority.
Priority sites to preserve include:
5A. Van Schaick Mansion
5B. Matton Shipyard
5C. Peebles Island
5D. Other buildings over 50 years of age

The response to this set of questions was almost unanimous; community members support
recreation on the Island and would use a bike-hike trail if it was implemented in Cohoes.
Historic resources are also a priority, although fewer residents identified “other buildings over
50 years of age” as a priority than the other named sites.
H. Commercial Revitalization
1. Traffic is a necessary part of a vibrant community and should be tolerated.
2. New development is needed along Ontario Street.
3. Buildings that contain more than one use (e.g. housing and retail) are a good thing.
4. It is important to improve the appearance of Ontario Street with trees, landscaping,
and banners where appropriate.
5. Van Schaick Island should adopt design guidelines to encourage attractive buildings
along Ontario Street.
6. Offices and other types of employment uses would be desirable on Ontario Street.
7. It is important to have a variety of stores within walking distance of residential areas.
The vast majority of residents agreed with statements 2-7, although question 6 (“office and
other types of employment would be desirable on Ontario Street”) had a lower response rate
than the other questions. Residents were not in agreement with question 1, believing that
traffic is NOT a necessary part of a vibrant community, and therefore should NOT be
tolerated. Again, however, this question had a lower response rate than the other questions.
One resident added a note at the bottom of the board that stated “better lighting on
Ontario.”
I. What types of recreation facilities would you like to see?
1. Community Pool
2. Marina
3. Boat launch for kayaks, motor boats, and canoes
4. Boat rental along the Hudson River
5. Bike rental along the Hudson River
6. Places to sit and watch the Hudson River
7. Ball fields
8. Gazebo or bandstand
9. Picnic area
10. Other (please list)
Residents generally supported all types of recreation facilities noted here, with the exception
of a community pool, which had more “do not support” votes. An addition to the list was a
“bike lane from Island to Baker Avenue Park.”
II. Summary of written comments received
A. Please explore what can be done about the walk light on 787. When a pedestrian
pushed the button and gets the light, Ontario Street gets a left turn arrow to go onto 787.
Try crossing 6 lanes in 32 seconds with cars whizzing by!!!

B. Notes:
1. The western gateway to the area is a mess and desperately needs attention.
2. Consider underground utilities (telephone, cable, power) as long-term goals.
3. Waterfront parks should be encouraged. The city may have to purchase land.
4. Access to water must be public – too many condos and private access don’t help the
community.
5. Consider zoning change for greater set back from street for new construction
6. Avoid brick sidewalks and utility strips – too maintenance intensive over time.
C. My vision for the 470 corridor between 787 EAST to the 112th Bridge entrance to
Troy/Lansingburgh would be a combination of Broadway in the Village of Waterford
between St. Mary’s Church and the Bridge before Hannaford Supermarket and the 5
corners area in Delmar. These areas both have plenty of shops/restaurants and places to
sit and talk with Fellow residents as well as traffic flow that would accommodate both
commercial and residential use.
D. (Comments recorded by Tom Johnson, CME)
1. April Kennedy (Council President): Councilwoman Kennedy would like the Delaware/
Ontario intersection investigated for a roundabout. She is concerned with back-ups on
the 112th Street bridge if a signal is installed at the intersection. She would also like
access to the waterfront for all Cohoesiers to be part of the plans.
2. Joe Moloughney (Planning Board): Joe is concerned that the revitalization of Ontario
Street may conflict with goals and plans for the on-going downtown revitalization.
III. Comments during Q&A after presentation of dots exercise:
Q: Will there be additional parking for stores?
A: Parking will be considered as part of the overall plan.
Q: Is a market analysis necessary to determine if there is a need for additional retail?
A: The study will develop alternatives for potential land uses along Ontario Street; a
market analysis is not part of this project. As definitive projects come along at a later
time, then it’s possible a market analysis may be done at that time as part of that
project.

City of Cohoes
Van Schaick Island Transportation and Revitalization Plan
Public Workshop #2 (January 29, 2008)
SUMMARY
Public Workshop #2 for the City of Cohoes Van Schaick Island Transportation and
Revitalization Plan was held on January 29, 2008 at 6:30 pm at the Van Schaick
Elementary School. The purpose of the meeting was to present and receive
comments on the preferred Land Use Alternative, as well as the Transportation
Management Plan and the Transit & Multi-Modal Plans developed to accommodate
the growth associated with the preferred alternative. The workshop was advertised
online on the City of Cohoes website Events calendar and at the School District’s
website. Physical notices were posted at the Library, City Hall, and at the schools.
The workshop was attended by about 50 people (attendance sheets attached).
The meeting was facilitated by Tom Johnson and Alanna Moran of Creighton
Manning Engineering, and Doug Robbins and Elizabeth Burling of Kise Straw &
Kolodner. Mayor McDonald provided comments about the goals of the project.
Following a brief PowerPoint presentation, community members were invited to view
and express their opinions on the Preferred Land Use Alternative and the
Transportation, Transit & Multi-Modal Plans. In general, public opinion for the land
use and transportation plans was very favorable. General themes and specific
comments, or concerns, are summarized below:
Preferred Land Use Alternative – High Density
The high-density preferred land use alternative received very positive feedback with
residents generally looking forward to the potential for change in the corridor.
Transit
In general, the potential for transit on the island was received with positive feedback
though there was a comment that a local route through the neighborhoods was
“ludicrous.” It is noted that for transit to be available on the islands that the Capital
District Transportation Authority (CDTA) density requirements must be met prior to
installation of a service line.
Corridor-Specific Improvements
The Corridor-Specific Improvements were also met with positive feedback though
there were some questions raised with the bump-out and roundabout improvements.
Specific concerns included whether Ontario Street would be narrowed to
accommodate the bump-outs at the Park Avenue intersection and how grades on
Ontario Street would affect the operation of a roundabout at Delaware Avenue,
especially in the winter. It is noted that the travel lanes on Ontario Street will not
require narrowing to accommodate bump-outs at the Park Avenue intersection. The
bump-outs would be constructed to minimize pedestrian crossing distances while
also minimizing impacts to parking and access to adjacent parcels. Prior to
construction of a single-lane roundabout at Delaware Avenue, all potential design
constraints would be thoroughly investigated. Based on initial field reviews, the

grades on Ontario Street do not appear to negatively affect the construction and
operation of a roundabout at Delaware Avenue.
Island-Wide Improvements
The Island-Wide Improvements were met with the most questions and concerns of
the evening; primarily with regards to the closure of Van Schaick Avenue between
Continental Avenue and the access to the pond parking lot.
The road closure was met with positive and negative comments because the
vehicular route from Delaware Avenue to Van Schaick Avenue and then to Bridge
Avenue is an alternate route from Ontario Street. It was noted that routes from Park
Avenue to Bridge Avenue, and from Delaware Avenue to Bridge Avenue via Van
Schaick Avenue and around the pond would still be available.
A second area of comment included the extension of Jackson Avenue to create a
vehicular connection to Delaware Avenue. The concern appeared to be primarily due
to an anticipated increase in traffic from River Walk and Water’s View through the
existing residential neighborhood on Jackson Avenue. The assumption was that no
one would want to use the roundabout and would therefore travel along Jackson
Avenue to other cross streets to the west of Delaware Avenue and therefore increase
traffic through the neighborhood. However, accessing Ontario Street through the
roundabout from these residential areas will be much easier than traveling along
Jackson Avenue.
Questions were raised as to whether Delaware Avenue will be widened near Van
Schaick Avenue. It was confirmed that Delaware Avenue will be widened as part of
construction of Admiral’s Walk.
The final area of concern was the northeast quadrant of River Street and Breslin
Avenue located one block south of Ontario Street. It was expressed that sight
distance at that location is severely limited due to an existing fence and the location
of vehicles parked along River Street and Breslin Avenue. The suggestion was for
River Street to be converted from a two-way street to one-way southbound south of
Ontario Street.
Bicycle Route
The proposed bicycle route over the Bridge Avenue Bridge and toward Delaware
Avenue via Van Schaick Avenue and/or Hudson Avenue also received positive
feedback.
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Environmental Justice
Increased attention has been given to the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA)
related to its ability to balance overall mobility benefits of transportation projects against
protecting quality of life of low-income and minority residents of a community.
President Clinton issued Executive Order 12898 to bring attention to environmental and
human health impacts of low-income and minority communities – referred to as
environmental justice – when federal funding is involved. The goal of environmental
justice review is to ensure that any adverse human health or environmental effects of a
government action, such as federally-supported roadway or transit project, does not
disproportionately affect minority or low-income residents of a community or
neighborhood. Environmental justice is a public policy objective that can help improve
the quality of life for those whose interests have traditionally been overlooked.
The CDTC staff has completed a review of civil rights/environmental justice impacts of
transportation actions proposed under this study. Based on a review of the latest
socioeconomic data available, the CDTC staff has determined that there are zero target
environmental justice population groups in the corridor. All of the transportation
recommendations for the study would provide fair access and do not result in negative
impacts to any minority or low-income residents. However, additional information
gathered through the public review process could suggest a different outcome. In
addition, examination of regional equity impacts would be necessary if any transportation
action is considered for inclusion in CDTC’s Transportation Improvement Program.
Equitable access to, consideration within, and effects of the design and implementation of
federally assisted projects is also a key aspect of environmental justice. However, design
and construction is the responsibility of implementing agencies in the region. For
projects identified in this study, implementing agencies would either be the New York
State Department of Transportation, Capital District Transportation Authority, Albany
County, or the City of Cohoes.
No TAZ’s in the Cohoes Van Schaick Island Transportation and Revitalization Plan Study
Area are identified as an Environmental Justice Target Population Areas. EJ Target
Population Areas are defined as any TAZ with low income, minority, or Hispanic populations
equal to or greater than the regional average.
The regional averages are as follows:
Minority Population
Hispanic Population
Low Income Population

11.2%
2.6%
8.9%

